
Tools For The Trenches - A Must-Have Guide
for Every Handyman
Are you a DIY enthusiast? Do you find joy in fixing things around your house or
exploring various projects on your own? If so, you probably know the importance
of having the right tools in your arsenal. In this comprehensive guide, we'll
introduce you to some essential tools for the trenches that every handyman
should possess. From basic tools to advanced gadgets, we've got you covered!

1. Hammer - The Universal Tool

When it comes to versatility and usefulness, the hammer takes the top spot.
Whether you need to drive nails into the wall or dismantle a wooden structure, a
good quality hammer is indispensable. Its sturdy build and comfortable grip make
it ideal for a wide range of tasks, making it an essential tool for any handyman.

2. Screwdriver Set - A Collection of Necessities

Next on our list is a set of screwdrivers. From Phillips to flatheads, having a
diverse collection of screwdrivers is essential for various projects. Whether you're
working with electronics or assembling furniture, different screws require different
tools. Invest in a high-quality screwdriver set, and you'll never have to worry
about not having the right tool again.
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3. Drill - Power Through Your Tasks

If you want to take your handyman skills to the next level, investing in a good drill
is a must. A drill allows you to make precise holes in various materials effortlessly.
From hanging shelves to assembling wooden structures, a drill will become your
go-to tool for any task that requires a hole.

4. Tape Measure - Accuracy Matters

When it comes to DIY projects, precision is crucial. A tape measure helps you
ensure accurate measurements, leading to perfectly aligned structures and
seamless projects. Whether you're installing new cabinets or building a deck, a
tape measure will be your trusted partner throughout the process.

5. Safety Gear - Protect Yourself

Safety should always be a priority when working with tools. Investing in safety
gear such as safety goggles, gloves, and ear protection is essential. These tools
will shield you from potential injuries and hazards, ensuring your well-being while
you work on your projects.

6. Power Tools - Efficiency at Your Fingertips
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No handyman's toolbox is complete without a set of power tools. From circular
saws to angle grinders, power tools provide efficiency and ease of use. With the
right power tools, you can tackle complex projects with precision and achieve
professional-level results.

7. Toolbox - Organize Your Arsenal

A handyman's tools are only as good as their organization. Investing in a toolbox
will not only keep your tools organized but also protect them from damage.
Choose a durable and spacious toolbox that can accommodate all your tools
while keeping them easily accessible whenever you need them.

8. Multimeter - Handling Electrical Projects

If you frequently work with electrical systems and circuits, a multimeter is a must-
have tool. It allows you to measure voltage, resistance, and current, ensuring
safety and accuracy in your electrical projects. With a multimeter, you can
troubleshoot issues and make informed decisions while working with electricity.

9. Wrench Set - The Perfect Fit

From tightening bolts to fixing plumbing issues, a good wrench set is
indispensable for any handyman. Different sizes and types of wrenches cater to
various tasks, ensuring a perfect fit every time. Invest in a high-quality wrench
set, and you'll be able to conquer any mechanical challenge that comes your way.

10. Pliers - The Versatile Companion

Last but not least, a set of pliers is a must-have tool for any handyman. From
gripping and bending wires to holding small objects, pliers offer versatility and
precision. With different types of pliers at your disposal, you'll be able to handle a
wide array of tasks efficiently.



Equip yourself with these essential tools for the trenches, and you'll be ready to
conquer any DIY project that comes your way. Remember to prioritize safety,
invest in high-quality tools, and enjoy the satisfaction of completing projects with
your own two hands. Happy tinkering!
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What happens when a master of personal transformation suffers unspeakable
loss?

After thirty years of battling obesity and struggling with her finances, Elizabeth
Benton transformed herself. She lost 150 pounds, eliminated $130,000 of debt,
and committed herself to guiding other women through their own transformations.
Her inspiring story and methodologies have touched millions of lives.

Then, in 2020, her daughter died. Lost and grieving, Elizabeth searched in vain
for anything that might help. But the advice she found felt too out of reach. Too
hard to put into practice.

Instead of giving up, she wrote the book she couldn’t find.

No matter what you’re trying to handle—from the most difficult loss to the small,
day-to-day grievances that keep us from living our best lives—Tools for the
Trenches provides the tools and perspectives you need to transform yourself from
the inside out.

Full of exercises you can do immediately, with questions at the end of each
chapter to help you apply every tool in your own life, Elizabeth Benton’s Tools for
the Trenches is the self-help book that can actually change your life—starting
now.
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